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1 Introduction
The aim of Deliverable 1.2 is to describe the functional specifications of the PEAKapp system and how the
various energy efficiency and engagement system have been elaborated. At the beginning of the project, the
PEAKapp consortium defined fundamental guidelines for the development of the PEAKapp system’s
functionalities. These are:
to ensure a configuration that can best support lasting behavioural change in the context of energy
efficiency,
 to take full advantage of the possibilities offered by the smart meter technology,
 to provide the backbone for future applications of innovative energy efficiency and engagement
applications,
 to work without the need for costly additional in-home installations and
 can therefore be offered to any European household that is equipped with a smart meter and
 to be fully aligned with the requirements of Directives 2009/72/EC, 2009/73/EC and 2012/27/EC which
request the roll-out of electricity smart meters to at least 80 % of European residential electricity
consumers.
With these fundamental guidelines in mind, the PEAKapp consortium has defined the set of functionalities that
can best fulfil these overall project goals.


The first step in PEAKapp was a detailed analysis of the existing functionalities of the original software solution of
GreenPocket, to decide which of these existing functionalities to use in the PEAKapp field test and which
additional functionalities need to be developed. As will be described in the following, not all functionalities of the
original software solution will be used in the PEAKapp system as they do not comply with all the PEAKapp
guidelines outlined above. For example, there is no European initiative that will provide all European households
with smart water meters in the near future and PEAKapp will therefore not engage in finding smart solutions for
residential water consumption. Nevertheless, the PEAKapp consortium will always also consider possible future
developments and the following description of the PEAKapp system will also show functionalities that are not part
of the PEAKapp field test but could be added in the future.
In the following, the PEAKapp functionalities, the data needed to run the PEAKapp system as well as the data
presented to the users will be described in detail.
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2 Status quo
2.1 Energy Management-Software for residential customers
The energy management-software for residential customers V2.0 is a first step in order to save energy and
money and enables users to understand how much energy is used and what its costs are. The dashboard
summarizes the most important key figures. The monthly balance helps estimating the cost ratio across all
divisions and meters (self-production of electricity included). Thanks to reliable forecasts in the Cost-Check and in
the Consumption-Check, based on individual instalment payments of the user, he always stays up to date and
can increase his financial security in planning. Intuitive processes and a user-friendly interface, packed in an
attractive design, create a unique user experience. Technical architecture for this solution is GP’s Energy Expert
Engine (EEE) for technical description on data storing, data monitoring, etc.
The features of the Energy Management-Software result in following benefits for the users:




Optimizing energy consumption; saving costs: Other functions, like the Budget Manager or the Energy
Usage Check, support optimization of individual energy consumption behaviour. The Budget Manager
informs energy consumers in good time if a previously determined cost limit is likely to be exceeded at
the end of the month. The Energy Usage Check shows possible saving potential in the household.
Illustrating energy records; Protecting the environment: Environmental analogies help energy consumers
to better assess their energy usage with the aid of known benchmark values. For example, the CO2
output generated by energy consumption is set in relation to the number of kilometres for a car journey. .

2.2 Technical basics
2.2.1

Overview

The GreenPocket-Technology is the PEAKapp basis for interpretation and visualization of consumption data in
the customer engagement.

Figure 1: Platform architecture
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This figure shows the actual GreenPocket-Technology with the following modules:





2.2.2

Data Collection Framework
Data Warehouse
Energy Expert Engine (EEE)
Tools for consumer engagement (front-end as web-portal and app)

Data Collection Framework

The Data Collection Framework is a standardized and open interface framework to import meter-data like
consumption data and meter reading of different energy types, as well as to import master-data like user-data and
tariff-data. GreenPocket supports a wide range of interface solutions and data formats because data from
different sources comes together in the EEE.
The figure below shows data formats which can be used for the import and export of master-data and
consumption-data.

Figure 2: Supported data formats

2.2.3

Data Warehouse

The Data Warehouse is an optimised central database for analytical purposes, which receives data from several,
normally heterogeneous sources from the Data Collection Framework and afterwards brings them together and
compresses them.

2.2.4

Energy Expert Engine – EEE

Centerpiece of the GreenPocket software solutions, the highly flexible Energy Expert Engine application
summarizes analyses and visualizes the smart meter data on a PC, tablet or smart phone. The multi-compatible
interface enables the connection with a range of AMR and EDM systems, customer databases and billing
systems. Digital energy consumption data is initially prepared in the EEE. Additional data, such as environmental
indicators, are subsequently included in the calculations and are supported by the Data Collector and a Data
Warehouse. Datasets are linked and interpreted in line with the requirements of energy consumers on the basis
of algorithms and heuristics. The now ‘intelligent’ data serves as a basis for forecasts, alerts and control
functions. For energy consumers, this creates valuable detailed information on their personal energy
Deliverable <D.1.2>
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requirements. The Energy Expert Engine has been designed with an intelligent plugin system of cartridges.
Customers of GreenPocket are usually companies which are interested in flexible and modular solutions for the
visualizing and analysing of the data from smart meters in households.

2.3 Feature description of Energy Management-Software for residential
customers
2.3.1

Customizing

This portal can be customized in accordance with:







2.3.2









Logo in the header (above left)
Background color, background picture
Color of the sector (power, gas, water, heat)
Text color of the header
Color of the boxes contours
Client-specific texts (impressum, terms and conditions, data protection regulations, help, support contact
details)

Dashboard
Summary of the main consumption-inidicators (consumption, costs, CO2-Emission and comparison with
the own average)
Display of the meter reading
Cost-check for all sectors
Monthly balance sheet (more as one sector)
Environmental analysis (CO2-equivalent)
Saving tips (number: 2-6, customizable)
Current flow: comparison of production and consumption
Password forgotten function (login page)

Deliverable <D.1.2>
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Figure 3: Function overview: Dashboard
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Figure 4: Function overview: Current flow

2.3.3

















Analysis function
Presentation of the consumption in kWh, of the costs in Euro and CO2-Emission in kg/CO2
Forecast of the consumption, costs and CO2-Emission
Selection and display of the consumption according to tariff zones (tariff use)
Presentation of production (full feed-in, surplus feed-in) in accordance with feed-in and self-consumption
Comparison of production (production as well as feed-in and self-consumption) with power-consumption
Presentation of the income from production (feed-in and self-consumption)
Summary box: Display of the minimum- and maximum value, as well as the sum of the
consumption/feed-in
Data tooltip: Display of detailed informations of a period to analyse
Blocking of the Y-axis for better comparison
Display of the date (time of day) of the last data delivery
Display of the tariff history in the cost analysis
Selection of different temporal resolution in the analysis (day, week, month, year)
Navigation to past periods for analysis (day, week, month, year)
Comparisons: Comparison with the previous period and comparison with the average
Export of all consumption- and production values for each metering point (Excel)
Selection of single metering points for each analysis (more than 1 metering point per sector)

Deliverable <D.1.2>
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Figure 5: Function overview: consumption analysis

Figure 6: Generation analysis

2.3.4




Settings
Display of the user data and support-contact data
Function to change password
Activation/deactivation of the notification function for cost-check and consumption-check

Deliverable <D.1.2>
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Overview of all metering points
Tariff panel for each metering point with:
 Input of individual metering point’s name
 Input of standard tariffs or time variable tariffs – up to 6 tariff zones with tariff name,
working price, basic price and CO2-value
 Display of al historic tariffs
Panel for the input of the discount-information for all existing sectors with start date of the accounting
period, the amount of discount and payment frequency
Panel for the input of consumption limits of power with startdate, test period and limit

Figure 7: My data
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Figure 8: Tariff panel

2.3.5




2.3.6






Comprehensive functions
Support with contact details
Help with FAQ, glossar and instruction
Impressum, terms and conditions and data protection regulations

Administration area
Sortable display of all existing users with the following information:
 Master data (mandant, name, user number, login-id)
 Confirmation date of the terms and conditions and data protection regulations
 Validity of the user-login (from – to)
 User group
 Comments about the user
Sortable display of all existing metering points with the following information:
 Metering point name and metering point number
 Sector and measurement type
 Client and user number
Detail view of each user with all relevant user- metering point- and contract data, with the functions:
 Deletion of users and metering points
 Login in the user account
 Input of comments about each user

Deliverable <D.1.2>
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Consumption data monitoring with the following information:
 Metering point data (metering point id and –number, sector and measurement type)
 Mandant and user number
 Status of the consumption data delivery (correct or with gap in 25h, 48h or 14d)
 Display of the last data delivery
Document management with following functions and informations:
 Display of the mandant, document type, last amended and source type (link or PDF)
Exportfunction (csv) für all data views

Deliverable <D.1.2>
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3 Feature development
3.1 Household Comparison (Benchmark)
3.1.1

General assumptions

The following assumptions have been made:







3.1.2

The benchmark is based on real measured consumption data.
The bechmark is available only for electricity consumption meter.
Electricity production meter measuring and own consumption meter measuring will not be considered.
The benchmark is calculated for summed electricity load profile in case of multiple meters in a
household.
The calculation includes all available information of houshehold characteristics, completeness of
information will not be validated.
The calculation is based on 17 criteria, after app installation no additional criteria will be added during
complete project runtime.

Out of scope

Has to be defined.

3.1.3

General functions

Benchmark consists of 2 parts: input mask and comparison
1. Input mask for household characteristics
 Characteristics with significant influence in electricity consumption were chosen, proven in prestudy “E-Motivation”.
 Input mask will be reached via the main navigation “user name” in the top and selection of “My
Household”.
 Input can be typed in, changed and saved.
 Input fields are pre-filled with default-values (default values defined before portal setup).
 Calculation with all characteristics starts after initial savings of input mask (before initial saving:
comparison widgets are blurred).

Deliverable <D.1.2>
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Figure 9: Input mask: list of household characteristics

2. Household comparison with elements:
 Algorithm was developed by Energieinstitut Linz (method of least squares and matrix
multiplication).
 Display of own relative and absolute placement compared to all households incl. own
placement within this classification.
 Display of arithmetic mean incl. relative and absolute derivation from arithmetic mean.
 Display of relative and absolute derivation from efficient household/1th place.
 Available functions in the comparison
 Social Media Connection (comes with separate concept)
 Change temporal resolution (Month/Year)
 Selection of past time periods

Deliverable <D.1.2>
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Figure 10: Household comparison
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3.2 Serious Game Integration
3.2.1




3.2.2

General assumptions
GreenPocket has existing java infrastructure
Define calls between game-server process and app-server
Communication between game-server process and game views in app are handled by the java back-end

Out of scope

Has to be defined.

3.2.3






General functions
Supports mobile, tablet, desktop browser (ie 10+), with focus on mobile
Hybrid app, iOs and Android
Game App: provide views for hompage (title), and game view (fullscreen)
GreenPocket server software: Java on Wildfly Application Server
Game server software: Javascript on NodeJS

Deliverable <D.1.2>
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Figure 11: Serious game integration architecture
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Server communication via GreenPocket backend system (Energy Expert Engine)
Game view homepage: fully programmed, styled, non-interactive iframe
Game view full game: fully programmed, styled, interactive iframe
Additionally, the app can request game data to show at other places (not styled, just data)
Location of the game
 in the platform, so we can use the game as a trigger to visit the platform more regularly
 at the home, so they directly see the status of their game and can continue playing

The game concept is designed by Ijsfontein and is described in detail in Deliverable 1.4.

Figure 12: Placing bets and earning points

Figure 13: Appliance example for tweaking reality
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3.3 Social Media Integration
3.3.1






3.3.2

General assumptions
The aim is to give the participant a platform on Facebook and Twitter that is used to motivate the users
to talk about their energy consumption behavior and discuss energy efficiency measures.
The Facebook and Twitter pages and groups are created and administrated by the hosting energy
company (precondition for creation is the existence of a private profile account).
The hosting energy company is responsible for the whole content and postings on the Facebook and
Twitter pages.
The protection of data privacy will be strictly adhered, postings of information allowing conclusions to be
drawn about the user behaviour are excluded.
It is assumed the users have a Facebook and/or Twitter account.

Out of scope

Next to share-Button Facebook offers further social plugins. The following plugin will be implemented to support
the users’ communication via social networks:
 Share Button: Allow people to share to Facebook, share with particular friends or with a group.
Alternatively, they can share in a private message.
 Follow Button: lets people subscribe to the public updates of others on Facebook.
The following social plugins from Facebook will NOT be implemented because there is no added value for user’s
communication on social networks.
 Save Button: lets people save items or services to a private list on Facebook, share it with friends, and
receive relevant notifications
 Quote Plugin: lets people select text on your page and add it to their share, so they can tell a more
expressive story
 Like Button: Let people share pages and content from your site back to their Facebook profile with one
click, so all their friends can read them
 Send Button: Let people privately send content on your site to their friends.
 Embedded Comments, Posts, & Video Player: public comments or posts into the content of your web
site or web page
 Page Plugin: can embed components of your Facebook Page right onto your website
 Comments: lets people comment on content on your site using their Facebook account.

3.3.3





General functions
The Social Network-Functionality is can be activated/deactivated
Main functions for users:
 Social sharing of selectable information on Facebook and Twitter pages (see section below
"Shareable information")
 Social media buttons to link over to a specific Facebook and Twitter page, that can be used on
every page (Login page + portal pages)
For social sharing: User with no Facebook and/or Twitter account will be redirected to Facebook/TwitterRegistration page (function is supported by Facebook/Twitter)

Deliverable <D.1.2>
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Figure 14: Social media integration

3.4 Flexible Tariffs
3.4.1







3.4.2



3.4.3

General assumptions
Every household has at least one valid tariff.
The tariffs will be obtained by ENAMO and 220E, the user has no option to edit the tariff information.
All users have only electricity meters.
The discount is a relative value in percent.
The discounts are only deducted from price per used kWh, not the basic price.
GreenPocket does not validate the discount amount.

Out of scope
The discount offers will be applied to all electricity meters in case of users with multiple meters.
Absolute values as discount offers are not supported.

General functions

The main function includes the composition and shipping of messages via push notification to the users. Two
message types will be distinguished: plain info messages (not discount relevant) and discount messages
including discount value (in %) and discount period. The messages will be send as push notification to the user.
Users that do not get the push notifications (e. g. an user within the selected user group who has disabled push
notifications) receive an Email (fallback behavior) instead of notification. Excluding a user from the recipient group
can be used to prevent receiving further emails.
The discount offers can be exported to the suppliers upstream system to calculate the annual saving for the
statement period.
The feature can be activated/deactivated.

Deliverable <D.1.2>
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3.4.3.1

Administration area

Message history
The message history shows the following messages:



Shipped messages that have been send before
Messages that are scheduled for subsequent shipping in future

Both message types are optically distinguishable. The messages are sorted according to shipping date (newest
first). The history table contains the following message information:







Shipping date and time
Created by
Recipient group
Message type (information or discount message)
Content with subject line and first notes of the message
Status optically distinguishable (Successfully send/not send)

Figure 15: Message history table

Message details
Each column in the message history is clickable over the row width. On click on a row the message details are
opened in a new window. The administrator as user has reading and writing rights. The message details windows
contains more information than the message history as following:
 Shipping date and time with format
 Created by
 If message is a discount message, additional information:
 Validity with date
 Discount rate in %
 Complete content of the message including subject
 Table with further content
 Client (Enamo or 220E)
 User name
 User-ID
 Login-ID
 Language
 Recipient group
Each column has a search input field for searching and filtering.

Deliverable <D.1.2>
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Message input
The message input window opens after clicking the button. The window contains a header, input field, selection
fields, a table with last created messages and a button. The input windows contains the following:
 Input fields for shipping information
 Selection fields for recipient group and message type
 Message input fields for subject/title and content

Figure 16: Message example on user’s smartphone

3.4.3.2

User area

In the app, the user will have a message inbox with all messages send to him and a discount summary. Both are
displayed on a separate page within the application.
Message inbox
The message inbox can be selected when the feature for message types "Discount tariffs" and/or "user
information" is activated. The message inbox is a single page within the application that can be selected via an
icon in the main navigation bar. The message inbox lists all message types that have been so far been send with
the shipping date. The following messages types are shown:
 Discount message
 Information message
If unread messages are available, the message icon is optically marked. Clicking on the message icon opens the
message inbox. The headline of the page is "Messages". Unread messages are optically distinguishable from
read messages. The messages are sorted according to their delivery date (newest first). The message inbox
contains the following information:
 Separate icon for information messages and discount messages
 Subject
 Content
Deliverable <D.1.2>
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 Delivery date
 Marked line for a graphical separation of month
The message inbox contains the following functions in the desktop version:
 Selection option for all messages
 Selection option for single messages
 Link to discount summary page
 Icon to delete the message
 Only for push notfications including discount: option to add the discount period to the local smartphone
calendar
 Pager/Button "More Messages": displays older messages that are not displayed on initial viewport
Additional functions in mobile version of the message inbox:
 Click/touch a message: shows full content of the message
 Click/touch on AND Swipe-to-left a single message
 Contains a link to discount summary page
 Contains an icon to delete the message
 Only for push notfications including discount: option to add the discount period to the local smartphone
calendar
 Click/touch on edit to select single or all message
 Delete messages after selection
 Pager/Button "More": displays older messages that are not displayed on initial viewport

Deliverable <D.1.2>
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Figure 17: Message inbox
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Discount Summary
The discount overview is a single page within the application and can be selected via main navigation bar
"Username / My discounts". The headline of the page is "My Discounts". The first line shows the sum of money
saved by all discounts within the current payroll year. Each discount is listed below the discount sum with the
following information:
 Date
 Validity time period: hh:mm - hh:mm
 Discount rate in %
 Saving in € in format x,xx €
 Marked line for graphical separation of month
 Pager/Button "More": displays discounts that are not displayed on initial viewport

Figure 18: Discount summary
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3.5 User tracking via KPIs
The number and the activity level of users will be measured to get a clear picture about the attractiveness of the
app to the user over time. The KPIs will be tracked with google analytics. Energieinstitut Linz gets access to the
raw data on google analytics through GreenPocket. The raw data can be used to evaluate the parameters, which
are described in Del_1_5_List_of_KPIs_final.pdf.






Active Users
 Active users in month t
 Number of users in month t after the month of the download
 Number of users in month m
 Active users in month m
Average Session Duration
 Number of users in month m
 Session duration of users in month m
 Number of users in month t after the month of the download
 Session duration of users in month t after the month of the dowload
Number of dowlnloads
 Total Target Group
 Number of users in month m
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